FLYER - Call for abstracts
Register now!
Conference
Saturday and Sunday 11-12 October 2014
University of Southern Queensland
Springfield Campus
Brisbane, Australia

2014 First International Conference on Deep Languages Education Policy and Practices
Stimulating languages learning - global perspectives and local practice
and much more . . . . . . .

Join like-minded individuals with an interest in improving languages education, teaching, researching, making connections and fostering the internationalisation of education. World-renowned keynote speakers will identify and respond to the major challenges, issues and benefits involved in languages learning today, providing leadership to stimulate policy and pedagogical change.

Hot keynote topics! Cool costs! And you! With . . . . . . . .

François Tochon * From deep language education policy to curriculum design & Help them learn a language deeply: The challenge.
Terry Lamb * The world in the city: Global and local perspectives on languages in education.
Tracey Bunda * Cultural diversity within Aboriginal communities and the pedagogical and epistemological challenges.
Andy Kirkpatrick * Why Chinese universities need bilingual policies not English medium education
Anikó Hatoss * Multilingualism, displacement and identity – Challenges and opportunities for language planning in the era of globalisation
Shirley O’Neill * New opportunities for languages learning through 21st century knowledge building communities.

SUBMIT ABSTRACTS
Presentations of papers, snapshots of pedagogy (30minutes) and workshops (1 hour) that relate to the conference themes are welcomed. E-mail your title, abstract, (150-200 words), 5 key words, presentation type and affiliations to Associate Professor Shirley O’Neill oneills@usq.edu.au by 07 September 2014.

Sponsored by the Applied Linguistics Discipline Group
School of Linguistics, Adult and Specialist Education
Presenters’ publishing opportunities

Notification of acceptance of conference abstracts will be ongoing. Full papers should be submitted by 15 December 2014 to Dr Henriette van Rensburg, Henriette.vanRensburg@usq.edu.au and will be double blind peer reviewed and eligible for publication by Deep University Press, 31 March 2015.

Deep University Press is a fully refereed academic publisher, which has for purpose to publish scientific books and journals that provide a deeper orientation to various disciplines, matching the concept of Deep Education.

Conference themes

Languages education
Policy and planning
Innovations in languages education pedagogies
Multimedia and multimodal texts
Digital communication technologies in language learning
e-learning and virtual worlds
Language, culture and communication
Deep language learning
Languages in multilingual, culturally and linguistically diverse communities

Second language acquisition
Language maintenance and shift
Supporting bilingual families
World Englishes
Curriculum, languages and internationalisation of education
Service learning and cultural exchange in language learning.
Pedagogical talk, teacher cognition
Metacognitive strategies
Changing/improving learning environments
21st century dilemmas

Program Times

Saturday 11 October 2014
Registration 7.45-8.55am
Conference 9.00-5.30pm
Conference Dinner 7pm

Sunday 12 October 2014
Registration 8.15-8.55am
Conference 9.00-3.30pm

REGISTER NOW!


LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU THERE!

All enquiries to Associate Professor Shirley O’Neill
oneills@usq.edu.au or 0409 264 883